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| Abstract ;

! Recent progress in the understanding of beam
physics and technology factors determining the current
and brightness of ion and electron beams In linear
accelerators will be reviewed. Topics to be discussed
include phase-space density constraints of particle
'sources, low-energy beam transport including charge
neutralization, emlttance growth due to mismatch,
energy exchange, instabilities, nonlinear effects, and
longitudinal bunching.

Introduction

I
A general review on the transport of high

'intensity beams, Including major results of ongoing
[work at that time, was presented at the 1985 Particle
'Accelerator Conference.1 The problem is of continuing
ilnteresc, and active research is in progress at various
.laboratories, such as the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, GSI
[Darmstadt, the University of Maryland, the University
jof Frankfurt, the FOM Institute in Amsterdam, and other
places. There are several papers at this conference
which will report the latest results of these
studies. I will therefore limit any talk to a
discussion of some general issues, to recent work that
was done in connection with the University of Maryland
'experiment, and to calling attention to some results by
others that should be of special interest. The main
emphasis will be on Ion beams, with the exception of
the Maryland electron transport experiment and some
comments on electron linacs. The Maryland experiment
is designed to study the physics of space charge
dominated transport through periodic focusing channels
vith many results applicable to both electron and Ion
beams (through appropriate scaling laws). It serves as
an inexpensive facility to test analytical theories and
simulation codes dealing with current limits,
collective instabilities and nonlinear effects in beam
transport. j

j i
j The transport of high-current electron or ion
beams In the kA or mega-ampere range produced by
'pulsed-power generators will not be Included since
these beans form a special category that is outside the
scope of ay talk. The major topics of discussion will
jbe: 1) Low-energy transport of high-current, high-
brightness beams, 2) transport In periodic focusing
[channels, and 3) transport of bunched beams in linear
.accelerators. I

I

Low-Energy Transport of Hlfjh-Current
High-Brightness Beams

I

I Intrinsic Phase-Space Density Limits of Particle
. Sources. It la well recognized that the fundamental
! .Units for current and emlttance of particle beams are
! determined by physics and technology constraints of the
• source. A considerable amount of theoretical work has
: been devoted over the years to the causes of emlttance
' growth and loss of brightness In accelerators and
• I •

I
transport systems. Substantial progress has been made
:boch in understanding of the bean physics as well as In
jimprovement of the intensity and eaittance of
(accelerator beams. •

Particle sources, in particular ion sources, have
;traditionally been considered as "empirical art," not
(suitable to theoretical analysis. Yet steady progress
jin development of new sources as well as in theoretical
•understanding of source physics and technological
jfactors has been made. Not suprlslngly, very
[significant contributions in this process have been
;nade by researchers with a plasma physics background.
I The large variety of sources and particle species and
,the difference in operating conditions (e.g., pulsed
• versus dc) make it, of course very difficult, if not
jlmposssible, to derive general scaling laws for the
.;performance limits. However, for specific types of
.sources, e.g., sources having a simple diode-like
(geometry and producing singly charged particles, an
I evaluation of current and brightness limits is
ipossible. The best example is an electron gun with a
jthermionic cathode, Pierce geometry, and no grids. The
normalized Intrinsic eaittance (defined as four times
ithe RMS emlttance) Is determined by the cathode
|temperature T and radius r and Is given by the
'• f oraula^ :

Bye 2rs(kT/mocV/2
<o

Where m e Is the rest energy. The measured emlttance
of the ° electron beam emitted from the gun in the
Maryland experiment was found to be only about 1151
larger than this intrinsic value. For many high-power
-applications the output current of an electron gun is
limited by the current density J at the cathode rather

fthan high-voltage breakdown (as in the case for ion
sources). The desired electron beam current I » J r n

determines the cathode radius r_ . ,and Cttie'thus ! cathode
normalized emlttance e N . Using
write Eq. (1) in the form

radius r

2(I/J c»)
1 / 2(kT/m oc

2) 1 / 2

we can

(2)

Depending on the desired life time, average power., and
other factors, current densities of 10-20 A/cm are
<practical limits (though values up to ten times higher
•ay be achievable In special eases, or advanced
jdeslgns). Using J - 10 A/cm - 10 A/m and a cathode
|temperature of kT - 0 . 1 eV one obtains the relation
I

- 1.6 x 10~V / 2 m-rad (3)

where the current Is in amperes. The brightness,
;defined In terms of the unnormalized eralLLJnce
•'• e« - C N « / B Y , I S then given by
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- 3.96 x A/(m-rad)2

which In Che, relativiscic limit (8 ~ 1) Is seen to
Increase as y , Independent of the current. i

For plasma-type Ion sources with simple extraction
optics, on the other hand, the phase space density is
limited by Child's law and voltage breakdown rather
than current density, as was pointed out in my previous
'paper. The scaling law for the achievable brightness
jthen depends on whether the emittance is determined by
nonllnearitles in the beam optic, as assumed by R.
Xeller in his recent paper, or by the plasma ion
jtemperature. Holmes^ and others believe that sources
jean be designed such that nonlinearities have only a
negligible effect on the emittance and that hence the
jlon temperature represents the intrinsic limit. We
(will adopt their viewpoint, but use Keller's empirical
relations for the space-charge limit and voltage
breakdown in the following analysis.

The space-charge limited maximum current that can
be extracted from a source producing a single ion
species with a charge Ze and mass number A is according
to Child's law

I(AJ - 1.73, x 10
-3 3/2
1 '

(5)

where V is the extraction voltage and d the effective
gap width between the plasma exit aperture and the
extraction electrode. Keller points out that beam
optics requirements limit the aspect ratio S - r /d,
and he uses a value of S - 1 for his scaling laws. He
then gives a practical current limit (based on
experience with ion sources) of i

i o~3 (6)

'which is almost a factor eight times lower than the
theoretical limit of Eq. (5). The voltage V is limited
by electrical breakdown. For dc ion sources Keller
examined the data from many experiments and proposes as
the best fit the relation4

~3"(cm) [kV]- 1.4 x 10 J Cf,, . (7)|
I

i The Intrinsic normalized emittance e due to the ion
I temperature, as given by Eq. (1), can be expressed in
; .'the form '

I
N[c» • »rad] 10

-5 1/2
(8)

:If we assume that the source aperture radius r is
equal to the gap width d, we can substitute Eq. (7)
Into Eq. (8) and obtain

(9)

Using the ratio of current I and normalized emittance
c N as a figure of merit to measure the intrinsic
phase-space density limit of an Ion beam, we obtain for
alngly charged ions (Z « 1) such as protons, H~, etc.
from Eqs. (6) and (9) the relation I

7.7
,1/2 cm > mrad (10)

'Interestingly, this limit is independent of the ion
mass since both I and e>, vary as A . Typical ion
i temperatures are In the range of 1 eV, hence
I/eN « 8 A/cm • mrad. ;

Kapchinsky reviewed the phase-space density
values achieved within the laboratory with unbunched
proton beams for linear accelerators and pointed out
that they increased by almost a factor 10 from
0.2 A/cm • mrad in 1966 to 2 A/cm * mrad in 1981. If

one compares this with Eq. (10) and assumes that lower
ion temperatures in the range of 0.1 eV could be
achieved, one concludes that another factor of 10
increase might be possible in the future.

Charge Neutralization Versus Vacuum Transport. The
main task for a low-energy transport system is to focus
the beam extracted from the source and match it into
the RFQ accelerator (in the case of ions) or into a
buncher/linac system (in the case of electrons). He
will restrict our discussion in this section to ion
beams. When particles with different charge-to-mass
ratio are emitted by the source, the desired ion
species has to be separated from the other particles
(usually by a dlpole magnet and slits). I

Focusing lenses used for low energy ion transport
jare solenoids, magnetic quadrupoles, electrostatic
jeinzel lenses or electric quadrupoles. All of ?hfm are
(limited with regard to the beam perveance I/V that
.they can handle, i.e., for a given current I there is a
minimum beam voltage V required. Electrostatic
Iquadrupoles would appear to give the strongest
{focusing. As a general rule, the higher the voltage,
{the higher the current that can be transported. This
Irule is at odds with the ion source scaling (discussed
'in the previous section) which favors small gap spacing
jand low voltage (to avoid breakdown) for the generation
of high-current, high-brightness beams. To bridge this
gap between source output and focusing capability,
{charge neutralization and rapid Increase of the ion
energy in ah accelerating column is being used. The
difficulty with neutralization is that it leaves the
jpartlcle energy unchanged while the accelerating column
-may not provide adequate focusing. The advantage of
{neutralization is the fact that it eliminates most of
'the space charge repulsion and thus prevents the rapid
'spreading of the beam or even provides a net focusing
jeffect (as in the case of H~ ions). Neutralization Is
almost Indispensable when charge separation is
; required. Without neutralization, the highly nonlinear
•pace charge forces acting on the particles in the weak
focusing dipole magnet could lead to unacceptable beam
loss and phase-space deterioration. |

Charge neutralization via beam particle collisions
with the background gas molecules occurs naturally when
!the beam pulse length t is comparable or larger than
ithe neutralization time ?„: ,

n '

(ID

Iwhere n Is the gas density, o the lonlzatlon cross
• section,B and V the bean particle velocity. As an
example, for 50-100 kcV protons in hydrogen gas at
I 10 torr, the neutralization time Is In the range of
I 50-100 us. The pressure near the source is easily In
ithat range or even higher so that neutralization take*



place unless Che bean pulses are shorter than
: 50-100 us or electrostatic fields from special
"clearing electrodes," electric lenses, or accelerating
columns are present*

I Neutralization is not yet fully understood, and
opinions vary depending on experience in specific
'experiments. There nay be instabilities, but they can
be avo'dsd by the adddition of Xe gas. C. D. Curtis,
et al. report improved H bean transport with
neutralization. On the other hand, considerable
cmit.tance growth was measured in transport of a
'neutralized Ar Q beam through a magnetic quadrupole
channel at GSI.' Also, the degree of neutralization
vas found Co Increase from zero at the front of the
pulse to a maximum at the rear, which makes matching
'difficult. Clearly, more research, both experimental
and theoretical, Is needed in this area. There are
obviously cases, such as sources emitting a spectrum of
'different particles, in which neutralization is
necessary. On the other hand, for singly charged ion
beams, an effective vacuum transport system with
electrostatic quadrupoles would appear to be the better
choice in my opinion. The successful C beam
experiment at Berkeley^ supports this viewpoint? I

Nonlinear Effects. Theoretical and experimental
.studies during the past few years have greatly improved
our understanding of nonlinear effects, and new results
jare being reported at this meeting. For the purpose of
this discussion it will be convenient to distinguish
Che effects due to nonlinear external focusing forces
(e.g., lens aberrations) from those arising due to
nonuniforra space charge distributions. The former have
been studied in great detail, and sre well understood,
for the cases when the space-chargs forces arc
negligible. However, the effects on nonlinear focusing
forces in space-charge dominated beams are drastically
different from the behavior without space charge.

i In the following we will discuss first the
behavior of a uniform beam in a linear focusing system
(e.g., a lens or a transport channel), and then a
nonuniform beam In a linear focusing system. In both
cases we will assume that the bea ; is space-charge
dominated, i.e. the effect of emittance on the beam
radius is negligible. Most of the physics can then be
{understood by considering the beam to be laminar, at
least initially. ' :

by
The focusing of an initially uniform electron beam

a solenoid lens and the effects of the nonlinear
lens forces have been studied both experimentally and
computationally by P. Loschlalpo, et al. • 2 at the
University of Maryland. In an axisymmetric beam with
uniform particle density, i.e. n(r) - n - const., the
electric field E and hence the space-cRarge repulsive
force F vary linearly with radius r: j

e2n
F - eE
! • r

r (for r < a » beam radius) (12)

The nonlinear focusing force Ffi, on the other hand, nav
be written in the form

(13)

solenoid behaves like a perfect lens. In this case,
Che beam is focused to a well-defined waist and then
diverges again. The flow remains laminar, i.e. no
particle trajectories cross each* other or the axis, and
the density profile remains uniform.

When the third-order term is present, the outer
particles in the beam arc. focused more strongly than
the inner ones and the minimum radius (waist) occurs at
different axial positions. The Internal (space-charge)
force tries to balance the external focusing force, and
the beam profile becomes liollow. As the focusing
•strength of the lens is increased, particles within a
:radial shell (r < r < a) ne.jr the edge of the bean
gain enough transverse kinetic energy to overcome the
space charge repulsion of the beam core. They cross
the axis and form a separate nonlaminar group that
gives rise to strange patterns and a "halo" formation
,'in the bo am profiles downstream fron the lens. :

' In a continuous or periodic solenoldal focusing
'channel with nonlinear forces of the form in Eq. (13),
| the coefficients a and a, are constant or vary
periodically with z> The beam becomes hollow and the
I beam radius is smaller than for the linear case
(a, • 0). This behavior was seen in the Maryland

isolenoid transport channel and excellent agreement was
ifound between theory and experiment.1''-1 ,

! Next, we will consider the case of an initially
'nonuniform beam in a linear focusing system. As an
'example, let us assume a parabolic density variation of.
•the fora n(r) - n,(l - r /R.) for r « R.. Then one
'finds from Gauss' law for the space-charge force F the
'relation ;

e "l 1 r3

; Fs--2T<r-r!2> • (14>
• ° Ri .
which Includes a nonlinear term of third order in the
radius r. Comparing this beam with a uniform beam
having the same current and, RMS radius one finds
• n - (4/3)nQ and R - (1.5) ' a. Since the external
force is linear, i.e. Fe - - a.r, there is an Imbalance
between the space-charge and Che focusing forces. At
small radii F > F , and at large radii F < F . The
net result lsS that the beam wants to become uniform
•uch that there is exact force balance at every
radius. This behavior of a nonuniform beam was
discovered in simulation studies of different particle
distributions' in a magnetic quadrupole channel with a
linear, periodic focusing force-.1J More importantly
and suprlslngly, we found that this redistribution of
particles towards a uniform profile occurs very rapidly
(in one lens period) and is accompanied by a
'significant emittance grewth. The author attributed
,thls emittance growth to conversion of field energy to

(kinetic energy. Me found thar. the nonunlforo particle
distributions have indeed more electrostatic field
energy per unit length than the equivalent uniform beam
|wlth the same current I, RMS radius, and RMS
'emittance. Using energy conservation, we derived a
formula for the ealttance growth which yielded good
agreement with the simulation results. If e, denotes
.the Initial emittance of the nonunlfora beam and c, the
final emittance (after the beam has become uniform),
then the emittance growth formula can be written in the
form

If terms .Involving the slope r' of the trajectories
• (r'r ,r' r) and those higher than third order are
neglected. For a solenoid lens with finite width, the
coefficients a. and a, are functions of the axial
coordinate z ami the magnetic field of the lena. When
the third-order term in Eq. (13) Is absent, the

c£ - (e2 • (15)

The constant k Is proportional to the relative
difference In field energy between the nonunlfurm and



.Che equivalent uniform bean and also depends on the
atrength of the focusing force and the kinetic energy
of Che particles.1 As tne Initial emlttance Is
decreased and the beam becomes laminar (e, » 0), a
lower limit of ef - /ic" I is reached for the final
'enlttance.
i
! Subsequent studies for nomriiform distributions in
a linear, continuous focusing channel by Wangler, et
•1. led Co the derivation of a differential equation
for the enlttance growth effect by Wangler. It was
found that Eq. (15) represents a very good solution of
this differencial equation and that it was In excellent
.agreement with the numerical simulation results.
Interestingly, Lapos'olle had already derived a.
kimilar differential equation in 1971; but at that time
the importance of this effect was not fully recognized
and Lapostolle's pioneering work had been forgotten, as
is so often the case. !

I I
Now the enlttance growth in nonun1form beams due

to conversion of field energy into kinetic energy has
become a subject of intense systematic studies, and new
results are reported at this meeting by I. Hoffmann,
TV Wangler, ec al. and 0. Anderson. Hofmann and
Tangier have investigated the combined effects of
bmittance growth of a nonuniform beam and
equipartltloning (when the emlttances In both
transverse directions are different). They have also
begun to study these effects for bunched beams relevant
to linear accelerators. Anderson has. studied the time-
evolution of the emlttance growth In a nonunlforn beam:
'the characteristic time Is x 74 where t - 2«/u Is the
period of a plasma oscillation.
4
Transport in Periodic Channels, the Maryland Experiment

: The Interest In periodic focusing systems was
originally triggered by the need in Heavy Ion Fusion
(HIF) to transport high-current beams over long
distances from the accelerator to the reactor
chamber. Experiments at the University of Maryland, at
Berkeley, and at GSI were started to Investigate
Hhether laboratory beams are affected by the
Instabilities predicted for a K-V distribution.19

These Instabilities Impose thresholds on the phase
advance o of the particle oscillations per channel
period without space charge and on the depressed tune
(or phase advance) due to space charge, a. As a
result, the beam current that can be transported
through a periodic channel is limited. This current
limit can be expressed by the the snooth-approximation
formula20

!

- - | 8 3 Y W < # [ 1 -<a7O2] . (16)

i where a Is the maximum beam radius (channel aperture),
j S the length of one period I - 3.1 x 10 A/Z amperes
. (A - mass number, Z - charge'state), and C Is the
I ripple faccor which for quadrupole channels of Che FODO
I type Is given to good approximation by ;

' a/a - 0.1 is possible. At a " 90° > the atop band
for the third-order mode of a K^V beam In a quadrupole
channel la In the range 4(P < 0 < 55". Thus, as long
as a slays below 40° , one would not expect any problems
with this mode even at a - 9(fi. In a solenoid
channel, like the one at the* University of Maryland,
the third-order Instability is considerably weaker than
In a quadrupole system. At o - 90° , the main stop
bana is very narrow (44° < o s 48°) and the maximum
grewth rate is less than 1/3 of that in the quadrupole
case. Thus, one would not expect any problems for
labortory beams in a solenoid channel below o " 90° .
'Above a - 90° , the envelope instabilities occur both
In quadrupole and in solenoid channels in addition to
the third-order modes which become more pronounced In
'this region, The actual threshold for practical bean
transport is being explored in Che Maryland experiment.

In recent studies of beam transport la a periodic

;channel the attention has shifted from the
'instabilities to nonlinear effects, beam off-centering,
'and image forces. The latesC results of both
^experimental as well as numerical simulation studies
:for the solenoidal transport syscen at the University
'of Maryland have demonstrated a strong sensitivity of
transport efficiency and emlttance growth to alignment
;error, lens aberrations, and channel length. In
'previous work with a short 12-lens section we had
;found a window of 100Z transmission for 400 < a < HOP
'and very little emlttance erowth (by a factor of about
!1.3). The latest results2r in the full 36-lens channel
with l-Z oua beam off-cantering due Co misalignments
'showed that the 100Z transmission window had narrowed
to 60° < o < 80" and the measured emlctance growth was
'2.3 at o - 7CP. There were three unexplained dips'In
the transport efficiency curve between 80° and 110° and
then rapid catastrophic beam loss for a > 120° which.
is consistent with third-order and envelope
instabilities in this region. Simulation results for
an off-centered beam (ir » 1.5 mm) show the general
trend observed In the experiments. They confirm the
Importance of accurate alignment and the fact Chat the
.beam radius must be smaller than a critical value (we
call It the "linear aperture radius") to avoid
emittance growth and beam loss. Further studies at the
University of Maryland are aimed at Improving the
alignment of the electron gun and the solenoid lenses
and at determining Che linear aperture and the
'thresholds for o . ' I

Transport of Bunched Beams

' With the steady progress achieved in our
understanding of transverse focusing of long beams near
Che space charge limit, the time has cone to consider
transport of bunched beams and to reexamine the well-
known problem of beam loss and emlttance growth in rf
linacs. As was mentioned above, all high current rf
linacs exhibit emlttance growth and brightness
limitations which depend on the beam current. There
Is, In fact, an empirical relation between the output
'and Input emlttance of . a linac very similar to
Eq. (15), namely •

(17)

]
The two cases considered eo be most dangerous for beam
transport are the envelope Instabilities predicted to
occur for a > 90° and the third-order Instabilities
for a > 60°? Below 0 - 60° , fourth-order modes were
initially thought to° pose a lower limit for the
depressed tune of a - 24°. More recent theoretical and
experimental, studies1^* _•10 have shown that transport
below a - 90° and at very low tune depression of

• M n ) l / a (18)

I
where I Is the current In the bunch, k Is a constant,
and n Is a number In the range 0.6 < n < 1.0. This

. enlttance growth occurs predominantly in the bunching
and low-enecgy section of the llnac. There Is also a
fundamental difference between Ion linacs and electron
linacs which favors the former. On the one hand, we
aee from Eq. (1) that thpiJnirtnslc emlttance of an Ion
1 — , _ . -. _ , i . e . for the sane source



'j.'ij

radius and temperature, the intrinsic emitLance of a
43 smaller than thatproton beam Is a factor of /183b

of an electron beam. On the other hand, the use of an
RFQ significantly reduces Che beam loss and emlttance
growth for ions in the bunching process.
Unfortunately, Che RFQ is not suitable for eleccron
beans. Thus, emlttance growth is more severe in
electron llnacs than In ion linncs, . :

As mentioned above, Wangler and Hofmann have
started to study emlttance growth due to energy
conversion of a nonlinear distribution and energy
equlpartltloning In bunched ion beams. Equlpartl-
tloning is an important effect in ion linacs where the
kinetic energy spread (or Che emlctance) in the
longitudinal direction usually differs from that in the
transverse directon. As a result, when the current is
above a certain threshold, relatively rapid energy
transfer can take place associated with emlttance
growth in Che direction where the initial emlctance was
smaller. Future work on bunched beams will follow the
same path as in the case of long beams, i.e. one needs
to study the effects of nonlinear external fields, of'
beam off-centering and misalignments, etc. Eventually,,
one should be able to quantify Che various effects that
can contribute to emittance growth or beam loss and
develop guidelines for the optimum design of a linear
kcceleracor. The ultimate goal would be Co obtain a1

theoretical understanding of the empirical relation
[Eq. (18)] for emlttance growth in a llnac and Co
reduce Che magnicude of Che conscanC k In Eq. (18) to|
an accepcable minimum value. For a given currenc I,,
this minimum emitcance growth condicion can be stated
In Che form

" " < 'thermal
2 kT

V
2 *

(19)

-j- I.e., Che emlttance Increase due to space-charge and
other effects would be less than the Intrinsic thermal
emlttance of the source. :
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